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Abst ract - -Th is  paper is devoted to the numerical solution of some semilinear elliptic systems 
with nonlinear discontinuities. The motivation is the modelling of single, irreversible, nonisothermic 
stationary reactions of zero order. The numerical solution is achieved through an iterative procedure. 
This uses exact regularization. We justify the convergence of the algorithm and, also, we present 
some numerical results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this work is to test numerically an algorithm which has been proposed in [1] to solve 
semilinear elliptic systems of partial differential equations. As a model problem, we have chosen a 
system of two equations with nonlinear discontinuities. This arises in the mathematical modelling 
of chemical reactions and in combustion theory, with two different sets of boundary conditions. 
We also justify the convergence of the algorithm from a theoretical viewpoint. 
In a previous work (see [2]), we were concerned with another algorithm, proposed in [3], to 
solve scalar elliptic semilinear problems with discontinuities. The present algorithm relies on 
the same ideas, but in a more complicated framework. Indeed, the arguments in [3] cannot be 
transferred to the nonscalar case as well. 
The plan is as follows. In Section 2, we present he model problem. In Section 3, we recall the 
formulation of a general problem and the algorithm from [1]. Then, we explain how this can be 
applied in our context; in particular, we present and justify some convergence r sults. Finally, 
Section 4 deals with the numerical approximation. In order to illustrate the behaviour of the 
algorithm, we present some numerical results. 
MODULEF finite element code (see [4]) has been used for part of the computations and also for 
the visualization of the numerical results. 
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2. FORMULAT ION OF  THE PROBLEMS 
We will be concerned with the numerical solution of the semilinear elliptic system 
- nu(x)  ~ -~2H (u(x) + 1)exp ( W(~ 
\vCx) + 12'  
a.e. in ~2, (1) 
- Av(x) e v#2H(u(x) + 1)exp ~,v(x) + 1] '  
together with appropriate boundary conditions that we indicate below. Here, ~2 C R N is a 
bounded open set and H is the maximal monotone operator associated to Heavyside's function: 
0, for s < 0, 
H(8) = [0, 11, for s = 0, 
1, for s >0.  
Such a system serves to describe a single, irreversible, nonisothermic stationary reaction of zero 
order (see [5]). The unknowns u and v are nonnegative and represent, respectively, the concentra- 
tion and the temperature of the reactant, #2 is the Thiele modulus, v is the Prater temperature, 
and 3' is the Arrhenius number. 
We will consider two different sets of boundary conditions. The first set consists of homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions 
u = v = 0, on ~.  (2) 
These can be viewed as a limit for those usually considered in practice (see, e.g., [5-7]). In the 
second case, we impose the (not necessarily realistic) boundary conditions 
Ou 
u = 0, on F1 W F3, 0--n = 0, on F2, 
& (3) 
?J ~--" 0, on F1, On 0, on F2 U 1'3, 
where F1, F2, and F3 are disjoint parts of O~ such that F1 U F2 U F3 - n. 
Existence results for problems (1),(2) can be found in [6]. In what concerns problems (1),(3), 
let us indicate the existence that follows from the results in Section 3.3 under certain assumptions 
on the parameters 3', u, and #2. For other cases, we also refer to [6]. 
3. ALGORITHMS AND CONVERGENCE 
3.1. A Genera l  P rob lem 
Following [1], we consider the more general problem: 
- Au e -a(u)/ (v) ,  
in n, (4) 
- ave  Z(u)g(v ) ,  
(Boundary Conditions) on 0f~, 
where f and g are C 1 functions, and a and ~ are maximal monotone set-valued functions. It will 
be seen below that this system can also be written in the following form for appropriate data. 
In (5), V1, V2, X1, )(2 are real Hilbert spaces and Vi "-* Xi, with dense and compact embeddings 
for i = 1, 2. We make the usual identifications 
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for i = 1,2. F : 111 × V2 ~ R is a convex C I function, G : XI x X2 ~ R is a proper, 
lower semicontinuous, and convex function, a is a linear operator, a E £(V1 × V2; X1 x X2) and 
{K~;w E V2} is a family of linear operators Kw E E(V1 x V2;X1 x X2). 
Notice that (5) also reads 
(:) 
The algorithm proposed in [1] is the following. 
ALGORITHM (AG). 
('°/ (a) F ixA>0,  andchoose qo EX lxX2andvoEV2.  
(b) Then, for any given k > 0, (p ' )  (~'+') - qk EX1 xX2,  andvk E V2, compute \v~ l E V1 xV2, 
the solution to 
and set 
(,,.1) = (o (;:)) 
qk+l \ Vk+l 
Here, G~ is the Yosida approximation of the maximal monotone operator OG. We recall that G~ 
is single-valued and Lipschitz continuous and is given as follows: 
Gi = -~1 (Id - (Id + AOG) -1) 
Techniques of this kind have been used by several authors. In the scalar case, the main ideas 
seems to come from [8] 
The main result in [1] is the following theorem, where the convergence of (AG) is established 
under certain hypotheses. 
THEOREM 1. Assume the following is satisfied. 
HYPOTHESIS 1. R(OG) is bounded in X1 x X2. 
HYPOTHESIS 2. D(OF*) C R(K*), Vv2 E 172, and OF* o K* is single-valued for all v E V~. 
HYPOTHESIS 3. For every bounded set B C X1 x X~, 
LJ (OF* o K*) (B) 
vE V2 
is bounded in V1 x V2. 
HYPOTHESIS 4. a is compact and themapping 
is completely continuous. 
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HYPOTHESIS 5. For every bounded set W C V2, there exists u = v(W) with 0 < v < 1, such 
that 
for v, W and for ( : )  R(0C). 
qo E Xz x X2 and vo E V~ be given. I f  the sequence generated by (AG) satisfies 
qk+~ qk 
then, it possesses weakly convergent subsequences and the limit of any such subsequence is a 
solution to (6). | 
We will briefly recall the main ideas in the proof of this theorem. First, using Hypothesis 3, one 
proves there exist subsequences that converge weakly. More precisely, one can find subsequences, 
indexed with p, such that 
~, 'Op+ 1 
. I  ~") also converges weakly to, say, (~) respectively, in XI x X2 and Vx x V~ and p From 
Hypothesis 4 and (7), one has 
K;, * (P') ---~ K~ (P)  strongly in VI' x V~, qp 
and 
Consequently, 
Finally, writing the index p in the form p -- k(n), n -- 1,2,..., and using Hypothesis 5, one sees 
that 
0 _< v < 1 and with B ,  -+ 0. Then, Lemma 2 below implies that 
i.e., w ---- v, which ends the proof. 
LEMMA 2. Assume {an} and {B,} are bounded sequences of nonnegative numbers with Bn --* 0 
satisfying 
an <_ Bn-a + Van-l, Vn > 1, 
where 0 < v < 1. Then, an "--'* O. 1 
A detailed analysis reveals that, in the proof of Theorem 1, Hypotheses 3-5 can in fact be 
replaced by the following weaker assumptions, which must hold for every qo E X1 x X2 and 
every vo E ~. 
HYPOTHESIS 3'. (OF* o K~)* 
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HYPOTHESIS 4 t. a iS compact; furthermore, if (vp, pp, %) converges weakly in V2 × X1 × X2, then 
HYPOTHESIS 5 t. There exists a number u with 0 < v < 1, such that 
P2OF*(K* (Pk ) )  -P2OF*(K*k (Pk) )  I <I/"Vk~-I--Vk]'V2, Vk>0.  
vk+l qk qk V2 - -  - -  
3.2. A First Application: Dirichlet Boundary Conditions 
We consider here problems (1),(2) that obviously agrees with (4) for 
a(u) = Z(u) = g(u + 1). 
In order to rewrite (1),(2) in the context of (5), we set 
V1 = V2 = g l (~) ,  Xl = X2 = L2(12), 
F = -~ [Vul2dx + IVv[2dx, Vu, v E Hi(n ), 
g(~)v ]" 
Then (AG) becomes the following. 
ALGORITHM (A1). 
(a) Fix ,~ > 0. Choose qo e L2(f~) x L2(f~) and v0 E H01(f~). 
(b) For a,ny given k >0,  (pk)  _ q~ • L2(a) x L2(n), and vk • H~(a) ,  compute u~+l e H~(n)  
the solution to 
-Au  = -~2pk exp \vk + 1]  ' in f~, 
u = 0, on OFt, 
and vk+l E H~(f~) the solution to 
-Av = v#2qkexp \vk + 1]  ' in ~, 
v = 0, on 0fL 
Then set 
pk+l = Hx (Uk+l + 1 + )~Pk), 
qk+l = HA (uk+l + 1 + Xqk). | 
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Here, H~ stands for the Yosida approximation of H, 
( Id - ( *d  + ,X,~)-'), H~=~ 
i .e., 
0, fo rs<0,  
H~(s) = ~,  for s • [0,~], 
1, for s > A. 
The following theorem establishes the convergence of (AG) when it is applied to the solution 
of (4) with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
THEOREM 3. Assume ~, 8, f, and g are bounded with 
I~(r)l < MCa), IZ(r)l < M(~), Vr • R, 
If(s)l < M(f ) ,  [g(s)[ < M(g), Vs • R. (8) 
Let po • L2(R), qo • L2(R), and vo • H~(R) be given and assume that 
M(/~) Sup [g'(t)[ < A1, (9) 
t6R 
with hi -- AI(R) being the first eigenvalue for the Laplace operator in R with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions on OR. Then the sequence generated by (A1) possesses weakly convergent subse- 
quences whose limits solve (4),(2). | 
We are now going to recall the main ideas in the proof of Theorem 3. For a detailed proof, 
see [1]. 
What we need to prove is that all assumptions in Theorem 1 are satisfied. Hypotheses 1-4 
are easily verified. On the other hand, it is easy to see that Hypothesis 5 means in this case the 
following: 
II¢(v,q) - ¢(w,q)llHa < Ilv - wllH,o, 
for any v,w • Hol(R) and for all q • L~(R). Here, ¢(v,q) stands for the unique solution to 
-A~ = g(v)q, in R, 
= 0, on 0R. 
But one can prove that 
l l¢(v, q) - ¢(w,  q)[lHg < A~ -I/2 [[(g(v) - g(w)) qllL2 < Ai'IM(~) Sup Ig ' ( t ) l .  fly - wllHa, 
tER 
and thus, (9) implies Hypothesis 5. 
Finally, it remains to check (7). For simplicity, let us just check that Pk+1 -- Pk converges to 0 
in XI. This can be done by using the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Let the sequences {Pk} and {ak} be given, with Pk • C°(~) and ak • Lc~(R) for 
all k. Assume ak is uni£orml¥ bounded in Lc¢(~). Then a subsequence {i~k(n) } and a [unction 
a • L~(~)  exist such that 
~( ' f i k ( . )+ l - -~k( . ) ) .ak ( . )dz<~(~k( . )+ l - -~(n) ) .adx ,  Vn>l .  | 
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LEMMA 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, there exist functions z2,z3,. . . ,  which are 
uniformly bounded in L °° ( f~ ) and satis£y 
AIIPk+I -- PkllL2 < /a(uk+l -- Zk+l)(Pk+l -- Pk) dx. I 
Lemma 4 is proved in [1]. Lemma 5 stems easily from the fact that a is a maximal monotone 
operator. Using these two lemmas, one can write 
where the sequence {zk} is uniformly bounded in L~(~) ,  M is a constant (the same for all k), 
and Pm E G°(K) is such that 
1 
lipk -  klln  <-- vk  > 0. 
As a consequence, from Lemma 4, we know there exists a subsequence, indexed with k(n), 
satisfying 




and, in particular, [[P~(n)+x -Pk(n){[L2 converges to 0. The same argument, repeated for an 
arbitrary subsequence of {Pk} (and {q~}) leads to (7). 
It is clear that problems (4),(2) is not exactly in the conditions of Theorem 3 but, as observed in 
the end of Section 3.1, Hypotheses 3'-5' can be used. Choosing the initial function vo in Hol(f/) 
with v0 >_ 0, all the vk generated by the algorithm are nonnegative. Since both f and g are 
bounded in R +, we can easily check that Hypotheses 3' and 4' are satisfied. Furthermore, 
Hypothesis 5' is satisfied if we change (9) by 
M(~) Sup Ig'(t)l < A1. (10) 
t>0 
Thus, convergence for (A1) is ensured whenever parameters % u, and p2 are such that (10) 
holds, i.e., whenever 
u#27 < A1, if ~/< 2, 
(11) 
4u#2~'-i  exp  (~ - 2) <A1, i f~ > 2. 
3.3. A Second Appl icat ion:  M ixed  D i r i ch le t -Neumann Boundary  Cond i t ions  
In this section, we consider problems (1),(3). In order to rewrite this system in the form (5), 
at present, we set 
Vl = {u e Hl(f~); u = 0 on r l  UF3}, 
112 = {v e gl(gt); v = 0 on F1}, 
X 1 -~- X 2 ~--- L2(~) ,  
F =5 5 
G (Pq)= ~Go ~,(P(X)'~ ] whereGo(: )  =( r+l )++(s+l )+,  
o(:) r ) 
k g (w) . / "  
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It will be assumed that 0~ is regular enough. The corresponding problem (6) reads as follows. 
Find e W1 × W2 and • X1 x X2 such that • ~, f~(u)] ' 
-Au  = pf(v), in f~, 
Ou 
0-~ = 0, on F2, and 
-Av  = qg(v), in ~, 
Ov 
On = 0, on F2 U Fs. 
In this context, the particularization of (AG) is as follows. 
ALGORITHM (A2). 
Fix > 0. Choose ( Oqo) • L2( ) × L2( ) and (a) ?-)0 ½. 
(,.) (b) For any given k _> 0, q~ • L2(~) x L2(F~), and Vk • ½, compute Uk+l • V1 the solution 
to 
-Au  = _#2pk exp \ Vk + 1 ,] ' in f~, 
u = 0, on r lu  I"3, 
Ou 
On = 0, on r2, 
and Vk+l • ½ the solution to 
--Av = v#2qk exp \vk + 1 ] ' in f~, 
v = O, on r'l, 
Ov 
0--n = 0, on F2 U r3. 
Then set 
Pk+l = H~ (uk+l + 1 + Apk), 
qk+l = H~ (Uk+l + 1 + )~qk). | 
That this algorithm converges under certain conditions is implied by the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Assume a, 8, f ,  and g axe as in Theorem 3. Let P0 • L2(fl), q0 • L2(fl), and 
vo • ½ be given and assume also that 
M(f~) :Sup Ig'(t)l < A1, 
tER 
with A 1 = A 1 (f~) being the first eigenvalue for Laplace's operator in fl with homogeneous Dirichlet 
conditions on F1 and homogeneous Neumann conditions on F~UF3. Then, the sequence generated 
by (A2) possesses weakly convergent subsequencss whose limits solve (4),(3). 
PROOF. As in the case of Theorem 3, the hypotheses of Theorem 1 will be checked. First, we 
notice that Hypotheses 1, 3, and 4 are satisfied. Second, Hypothesis 2 is a consequence of the 
well-known existence and uniqueness result for the problem 
-Au  = ~, in fl, 
u = O, on F, 
Ou 
0"-~ = 0, on 0~ \ r 
(with meas (F) > 0), where ~ • L=(f~). 
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Figure 1. Triangulation of the domain ft = (0, 10) x (0,10). Number of triangles: 
4802. Number of nodal points: 2500. 
) 
S'tt ~'~t ~.ttW. im 2 .~ 5. m 7 .~ ~.N 
Figure 2. Three-dimensional representation of the computed function u Jr 1. Values 
for the parameters: "7 -~ 1.0, ~ -~ 0.6,/~2 __ 0.12. Minimum value of u: 0.1132. 
For each v and ~ in V2, let us denote by ~(v,  q), the unique solution to the problem 
-A~ = g(v)q, in ~, 
~b = 0, on I~1, 
a~ 
a-~ = 0, on F~ U F3. 
Then, it is clear that 
lllb(v,q) - ¢(w,q)i lv2 <: ~1/2  H(g(v ) _ g(w))qllL 2 <_ ~-I /2M(f~ ) Sup Ig'(t)l. fly - wllL2, 
tER 
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:1 d,,l ~ 
R, 
| 
Figure 3. Three-dimensional  representation of the computed function v -~ 1. Values 
for the parameters: "y ---- 1.0, v = 0.6, #2 __ 0.12. Max imum value of  v: 1.532. 
!. 
I l l  ~tl 
,~. ee  • 
Figure 4. Three-dimensional representation f the computed function u -I- 1. Values 
for the parameters: "y= 1.0, ~ = 0.6,/~2 = 0.2. Maximum value of u: 0.0153. 
for all v, w E V2 and for all q E L2(~). If v and w satisfy homogeneous Neumann conditions on 
F2 U F3, we also have 
I Iv - wllL= < X~-l /211v - -  w i ly=.  
Consequently, Hypothesis 5~ is satisfied provided our assumptions hold. Finally, to check (7) it 
suffices to argue as in the proof of Theorem 3. | 
It is easy to see that the weaker assumption Hypothesis 5' is satisfied by simply imposing 
M(j3) Sup Ig'(01 < X1. 
t>_0 
Consequently, convergence for (A2) is ensured (in the sense of Theorem 6) whenever one has the 
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, I j .N  
tee  
Figure 5. Three-dimensional representation of the computed function v + 1. Values 




Figure 6. The domain fl ----- (0, I0) x (0, 10) and the boundaries rl, r2, and r3. 
following for the constants in (1): 
V[t2"~ < ~1, if "~ < 2, 
(12) 
4V#2~/-I exp ('y - 2) < At, if 7 >- 2. 
4. NUMERICAL  APPROXIMATIONS AND RESULTS 
In this section, we explain how problems (4),(2) and (4),(3) can be solved numerically using, 
respectively, Algorithms (A1) and (A2). In the case of Algorithm (A1), we will have to solve 
at each step two Dirichlet problems with homogeneous boundary conditions and, then, in order 
to compute the values of Pk+1 and qk+1 at the nodal points ai, we will have to perform two 
projections on R at each a~. More explicitly, e.g., Pk+l -- H),(uk+1 + 1 + Apk), thus 
0, for Uk+l(ai) -{- 1 + Apk(ai) < 0, 
Pk+l(a~) = uk+l(a~) + 1 + Apk(ai) for Uk+l(a~) -t- 1 + Apk(a~) • [0, A], 
A 
1, for Uk+l(ai) + 1 + Apk(ai) > A. 
Observe that the values of HA are computed exactly. 
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Figure 7. Isolines of the computed function u+ 1. Values for the parameters: 7 = 1.0, 






o .eo  ;~.So ~M 7.~ ILM$O 8~ j J  
Figure 8. Three-dimensional  representation of the computed function u + 1. Values 
for the parameters: ~, ----- 1.0, v = 0.6, ~u 2 ----- 0.01. 
For Algorithm (A2), it will be seen that  we must solve mixed Dir ichlet-Neumann problems 
with different boundary conditions and, then, project again exactly in the same way. 
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Figure 9. Isolines of the computed function v + 1. Values for the parameters: ~ = 1.0, 
v = 0.6,/~2 = 0.01. Maximum value of v: 1.388. 
I -  
t 
' -" "" I " I ~ ' l l  I f  8. M a. m ~. M 7, M 10. M 
Figure 10. Three-dimensional representation f the computed function v + 1. Values 
for the parameters: ~f = 1.0~ u = 0.6, #2 _ 0.01. 
In  both  cases,  the  boundary  prob lems to  solve are of  the  fo l lowing k ind:  
-Aw = F,  in f l ,  
w = 0, on  F, (13) 
Ow 0--~ = 0, on 0~ \ r ,  
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Figure 11. Isolines of the computed function u + 1. Values for the parameters: 
7 ~ 1.0, y = 0.6, #2 = 0.15. Minimum value of u: -0.021. 
l i  . 
¥. 
, . . . . .  °' [ I r r r ~ l  0I tN  ~.~ 5. J-f 
N 7. 50 l i t  Ills 
Figure 12. Three-dimensional representation f the computed function u + 1. Values 
for the parameters: "7-- 1.0, L, = 0.6, #2 ___ 0.15. 
w i th  F = 0f~, i.e., Of] \ F = 0 for (A1) .  Let  us recal l  the  usua l  var ia t iona l  weak  fo rmulat ion  of  
the  prev ious  prob lem.  
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Figure 13. Isolines of the computed function v -t- 1. Values for the parameters: 
")' = 1.0, v -= 0.6,/~2 = 0.15. Maximum value of v: 6.608. 
'4 
I . I  ~ '~ S.M'  . . . . . .  ' ] ' rTTYrrT'rl$ v sill 
Figure 14. Three-dimensional representation f the computed function v + 1. Values 
for the parameters: ~/---- 1.0, v = 0.6, tL 2 --~ 0.15. 
FindweW°suchthat/Vw.VCdx=/Fc~dx, Y~beW °, (14) 
where  W ° - {w e H l ( f l ) ;  w = 0 on F}. 
For  the  numer ica l  approx imat ion ,  a P1-Lagrange (piecewise l inear) f inite e lement  approx ima-  
t ion  can be used. Th is  can be done as follows. For s impl ic ity,  assume that  the  domain  ~ is a 
po lygon.  Let  ~h be a t r iangu la t ion  of ~ and let us denote  by {ai}~n__l the  set of the  cor respond ing  
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nodal points. Consider the finite-dimensional space 
Wh = {Wh; Wh E C O (~) ,Wh[T E P1, VT • Th} , 
and its subspace 
W ° = {wh; wh • Wh, wh = 0 on r} .  
These spaces are finite-dimensional approximations of, respectively, Hi(f /)  and W °. Let us 
introduce the usual Canonical basis ~Ol, . . . ,  ~on} of Wh. The functions ~oi are given as follows: 
~oi • Vh and ~oi(aj)=~j, V i , j=  l,2, . . . .  n. 
Hence, one can write 
n 
wh = ~wh(a i )~,  vwh • wh. 
i~ l  
Problem (14) is now approximated by the following: 
F indwh•W°suchthat  ~VwhVCdx=~FCdx,  VCGWh °. (15) 
Thus, it is readily seen that our task reduces to solve a n0-dimensional linear system At  = b, 
where no is the number of nodal points belonging to f / \  F. The coefficients of the matrix A and 
the second member b are given by 
A no fn = (ai j ) i , j=l,  aij -~ V~oiV~oj dx, 
b = (bi)~.°l, bi = ~ F~oi dx. 
Consequently, A is symmetric, definite positive, sparse, and independent on the function F. If 
an appropriate numbering of the nodal points is chosen, A has nonvanishing components only 
near the diagonal ine. It is appropriate, thus, to solve the system At  = b using Cholesky's 
factorization method. For more details on the finite element approximation, see, e.g., [9]. 
4.1. Numer ica l  Resu l ts  for P rob lems (1),(2) 
For the numerical computations, we have taken as 12 the square (0, 10) x (0, 10). We have used 
a triangulation with 2500 points and 4802 triangles (see Figure 1). Accordingly, h ,,~ 0.2. The 
numerical results agree completely with those obtained for a similar grid with 400 points and 700 
triangles. 
We have tested different values for the parameters % u, and #2. We obtained convergence 
for (A1) in all cases satisfying (11) (in this case, As ~ 0.197392). In general, for small values 
of #2, we obtained convergence for the whole sequence, whereas for larger #2 we found convergent 
subsequences only. 
For problems of this kind, the set where the reactant vanishes, i.e., u = 0 (called the dead 
core), plays an important role in applications. See, e.g., [6] and the bibliography therein for some 
theoretical results on the existence of such a dead core. 
In Figures 2-5, we have displayed the computed functions u + 1 and v + 1 for the values of the 
parameters: ~/= 1.0, u = 0.6,/~2 : 0.12, and #2 = 0.2. For/~2 = 0.2 a dead core is found. 
4.2. Numer ica l  Resul ts  for P rob lems (1),(3) 
In this case, we have taken the same domain f~, with boundaries Fx, F2, and F3 as in Figure 6. 
We have used the same triangulation (see Figure 1). We found convergence of (A2) in all cases 
satisfying (12) (here, At ~ 0.12337). 
Figures 7-14 show the computed functions u ÷ 1 and v q- 1 for the following values of the 
parameters: ~= 1.0, v = 0.6, #2 = 0.01, and #2 = 0.15. 
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